TYPO3 Core - Bug #79377

Loading of l10n files broken for extensions starting with cms

2017-01-18 16:48 - Philipp Gampe

Status: Closed
Priority: Should have
Assignee: Philipp Gampe
Category: Localization
Target version:  
TYPO3 Version: 7
PHP Version: 7.0
Tags:

Description
The core tries to rewrite the l10n files of the former sysext cms. The condition testing for l10n files from cms is too wide, thereby destroying the loading of l10n of all extensions starting with cms.

7.6.* only

Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #68017: Add compatibility layer for LLL referenc... Closed 2015-07-10 2015-07-10

Associated revisions
Revision 2920ac91 - 2017-01-19 21:26 - Philipp Gampe
[BUGFIX] Restrict l10n fallback to cms extension

The check for the l10n fallback for the cms extension was too wide, also covering arbitrary extension names starting with "cms".

Restrict the check to "cms/" now.

Resolves: #79377
Releases: 7.6
Change-id: ldb07d449fe0b75a0027e58a0d421c377054624f
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/51348
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Reviewed-by: Markus Klein <markus.klein@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Andreas Fernandez <typo3@scripting-base.de>
Tested-by: Markus Klein <markus.klein@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Andreas Fernandez <typo3@scripting-base.de>

History
#1 - 2017-01-18 16:56 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review

2020-02-21 1/2
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_7-6 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/51348

#2 - 2017-01-18 16:58 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_7-6 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/51348

#3 - 2017-01-18 16:58 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch TYPO3_7-6 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/51348

#4 - 2017-01-19 21:30 - Philipp Gampe
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 2920ac9130a383358a356701b226e6975aaf9e20.

#5 - 2018-10-02 11:04 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed